
ETC EVO II cuts maintenance costs of labware and is tremendously 

involved in the results of both trace and ultra-traces analysis 

 

ETC purpose 

ETC has been designed for sample preparation in both trace and ultra-trace environment. 

ETC is the right answer to the request of numerous people, scientist, lab chiefs, and also 

technician who are in charge of the labware cleaning and sample preparation, and also all 

labs which needs to have blanks as low as possible and a very high reproducibility 

whatever the analysis area is. 

How ETC works 

ETC produces a very highly pure acid vapor from standard acid (grade for analysis) and 

requires very low volumes which could be re-used many times. 

From 300 to 400ml of cleaning solution with diluted or concentrated acid (up to 65% for 

HNO3) is poured into the ETC.  

HCl, HF, HBr, HCLO4, NH4OH acids can be used as well if needed…(but never us mixed 

acids like Aqua regia) 

While the dipping method requires high volumes of a very pure acid and should be 

repeated at least 2 times to get an acceptable decontamination level, decontamination 

with acid vapor, although requiring very much lower acid volume, is the most efficient 

way to remove micro contaminations located into the microcracks of the labware 

Materials 

All kind of materials could be decontaminated, in particular but not limited to PFA, PTFE, 

Polypropylene, Quartz, Borosilicate. 

Kind of labware 

ETC is suitable for microwaves liners, all kind of containers or bowls for sample 

preparation but also bottles, flasks and other labware for the storage of samples and also 

pipette tips in PP. 

Labware closures could be decontaminated same way 

Equipment size 

M:  for labware not exceeding 145 mm high 

L:  for labware not exceeding 230 mm high 

XL:  for labware not exceeding 285mm high 

C:  rectangular shape for labware (Custom made) 

All models are available either in manual version (ST, with manual filling and draining 

out) or in fully automatic version (CRD, automatic cleaning, rinsing and drying) 

ETC could be placed either under the hood or outside with a specific protection (optional) 

to save place under fume hood. 

Cost saving for the lab 

As said, nowadays the most popular decontamination method is by dipping. 

This way requires between 5 and 25 acid liters (and sometimes even more) per week, 

depending on the number of analysis. In addition to that, this acid should be purchased, 

continuously purified and stored. It means the lab needs to invest in several purification 



systems and needs to have a large enough bench to place them and also the tanks for 

used acid. 

ETC EVO II is ready to operate, requires a very limited room under the hood or outside 

the hood with a specific protection, with a tremendous low acid consumption (about a 

liter per month of standard acid). 

Whatever the ETC EVO II size liters is, the ROI is a couple of months or even a few 

weeks whereas the dipping method for a large lab requires about 25 acid liters per week, 

that is to say about 25l x30€= 750 €/week 


